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(ADJECTIVE): (बेईमान): dishonest

Synonyms: deceitful, dubious

Antonyms: honest
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In the question, one sentence is given, and four words

have been given in bold denoted by (A), (B), (C) and

(D). You have to decide which of the following is

inappropriate in the context. If all the words are

appropriate in the context then mark ‘All are correct’

as your answer.



13. When we reach home after travelling (A) for weaks,

(B) the home is the same but something (C) in our mind

has changed and that changes everything. (D)

A. D

B. A

C. B

D. C

E. All are correct
Option C

Correction:

weaks => weeks



14. Many people believe (A) that it is better to lead

a slow life with limited (B) pleasures (C) than the

mindless (D) rat race of the city.

A. D

B. C

C. B

D. A

E. All are correct Option E

Correction:

All are correct



15. With rice (A) in online consumer base, many

online retailers (B) are finding it difficult to fulfil

(C) all the consumer demands in a short (D) time.

A. C

B. D

C. A

D. B

E. All are correct

Option C

Correction:

rice => rise



16. Given the pace (A) at which technology is

developing (B) today, it is clever (C) that our

world (D) will work completely different in

just a few days.

A. D

B. C

C. A

D. B

E. All are correct

Option B

Correction:

Clever=> Clear



17. Participating (A) in various competitions

(B) since childhood, helps students develop

(C) a spirrit (D) of sportsmanship.

A. B

B. A

C. D

D. C

E. All are correct.

Correction: C

Spirrit => Spirit



A sentence with one blank is given, indicating that

something has been omitted. Choose the word that best

fits in the blank making the sentence grammatically

correct and meaningful.



18. The infrastructure projects of the city are falling

behind schedule thus increasing the ______ of the

residents.

A. Inconvenience

B. Safety

C. Working

D. Stressful

E. Health
Option A

Correction:

Inconvenience 



19. There has been a significant rise in the

price of certain goods and commodities recently,

making them______ for the common man.

A. Price

B. Progressing

C. Increasing

D. Supporting

E. Unaffordable Option E

Unaffordable



20. It is vital that children, young people and all

of us have access to stories which give us the

knowledge, empathy and understanding we need

to ______ life.

A. Engage

B. Negotiate

C. Overlook

D. Developing

E. Organised
Option C

Overlook



21.

A. Opportunity to allow free

B. time, the leader

C. unlike most others of his

D. exchange of culture

E. viewed food as an A) CBEAD

B) ABCDE

C) BACDE

D) DEABC

E) EABDC

Correct Answer: A

CBEAD



22.

A. area collected single use

B. useful household items

C. plastics waste and used

D. the residents of this

E. it to make several A) CBEAD

B) ABCDE

C) DACEB

D) DEABC

E) EABDCCorrect Answer: C

D A C E B






